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DID LIBERAL CONNECTIONS COMPROMISE 

“INDEPENDENT” REVIEW OF HOUSING MONEY? 
 

QUEEN’S PARK –Today Ernie Hardeman, MPP Oxford and PC Critic for Municipal Affairs and 

Housing, questioned the connections between the Liberal Party and the company that was hired to 

conduct the “independent” review of the scandal plagued Housing Services Corporation. 

 

“Could the Minister tell us whether Dennis Weiler who made multiple donations to the Liberal 

party is the same Dennis Weiler of Weiler & Company that did the review,” asked Hardeman. “And 

is Daniel Waterston, who was a senior partner at Weiler & Company, the same Daniel Waterston 

who donated thousands to the Liberal Party, was the Minister of Education’s CFO for two elections 

and is married to someone who works in the Minister’s office?” 

 

Dennis Weiler, founder of Weiler & Company, was the auditor for a federal Liberal Association. As 

well, Dennis Weiler is listed as making multiple donations to the provincial Liberal Party.  

 

Daniel Waterston was a senior partner at Weiler & Company when MMAH contracted them to 

conduct the HSC review. Daniel Waterston is also listed as CFO on two of Minister Liz Sandal’s 

election campaigns and has donated thousands to the Liberal Party. Jennifer Waterston has also 

donated thousands to the Liberal Party and is the Executive Assistant to Minister Liz Sandals.  

 

Weiler & Company conducted an “independent” review of Housing Services Corporation and its 

expenses. The review failed to find any of the problematic spending including: 

 a 7-day luxury vacation in South Africa expensed by an HSC board member; 

 personal expenses charged to Housing Services Corporation credit cards; 

 multiple charges for alcohol; 

 multiple charges for a glass of water at $8 each;  and 

 a trip to England where the CEO flew back to Ontario for two days to attend his mother-in-law’s 

birthday party. 

 

“Over the last two years we were able to find all of these expenses through our research and push to 

have them paid back,” said Hardeman. “How could a company that was hired to do an independent 

review fail to find even one of these problems? Is this another Liberal cover-up?” 

 

Ontario social housing providers are required to buy natural gas and insurance from HSC which 

overcharges them to cover operating costs. For Toronto Community Housing alone the additional 

cost of buying through HSC was more than $6 million for a single year.  
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“Independent” Housing Services Corp Review 
Weiler & Company were hired by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing to conduct an 
“independent” review of the Housing Services Corporation (HSC). The review failed to find any 
of the spending problems that have been raised in the Legislature and did not include contact 
with a single housing provider. The only person contacted outside of HSC was the head of an 
HSC subsidiary.  
 
Below are some of the connections between the Liberal Party and Weiler & Company: 
 

Dennis Weiler  
 Founder and partner of Weiler & Company 

 Auditor for a federal Liberal Association  

 $250 donation to the Guelph Liberal Association in 2013 

 $500 donation to the Guelph Liberal Association in 2011 

 $400 donation to the Guelph federal Liberal Association in 2010 

 $500 donation to the Guelph federal Liberal Association in 2009 
 

Daniel Waterston 
 Senior partner at Weiler & Company when MMAH contracted them to do the Housing 

Services Corporation review, now a consultant 

 Married to Minister Liz Sandals’ Executive Assistant 

 CFO on two of Minister Sandals’ election campaigns 

 $1,330 donation to Minister Sandal’s campaign in 2014 

 $360 donation to the Liberal Party in 2014 

 $300 donation to Liberal Party (by-election) in 2014 

 $1,000 to the Guelph Liberal Association in 2013 

 $360 donation to the Ontario Liberal Party in 2013 

 $360 donation to the Ontario Liberal Party in 2012 

 $360 donation to the Ontario Liberal Party in 2011 

 $400 donation to the Guelph Liberal Association in 2011 

 $1,000 donation to Minister Sandals’ campaign in 2011 
 
 

Housing Services Corporation (HSC) 
All affordable housing providers are required by provincial legislation to buy natural gas and insurance 
through Housing Services Corporation, a not-for profit corporation created by the province. HSC funds 
their operations by marking up the cost of these services to the housing providers.  
 
A number of housing providers have reported that it costs them significantly more to purchase through 
HSC. For instance Hamilton said it cost them an additional 49% or $1.1 million in one year for natural 
gas. Oxford County estimates they could save approximately $100,000 a year – enough to house 25 
families.  

 


